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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION 
5.1 Conclusion 
Oliver Twist is such an interesting novel of a young orphan who lives with a 
lot of mystery around him and he is an innocent boy who struggles to find his 
identity. Before the writer conclude the analysis, it is better for the writer to rewrite 
the two problems before; 1.   What are the moral values that are found in ‘Oliver 
Twist’ Novel by the main character, Oliver Twist? 2.  What different moral values 
that are found in various social stratification of the main character Oliver Twist as 
described in the novel “Oliver Twist” by Charles Dickens? 
The first problem is about the moral values that are found in Oliver Twist 
novel in the main character. In this analysis, the writer could find some moral values 
which are seen in the Oliver Twist novel those are: 
Thankfulness. 
In this novel, the writer proves that Oliver often shows his thankfulness for the 
people who assist him by saying thank you. 
Humbleness. 
In this part, Oliver often shows his humbleness to other even the person doesn’t like 
him a lot for example like Noah Claypole. 
Love and Affection. 
Oliver shows his love and affection to his friend poor little Dick, a young friend of 
Oliver at the workhouse. He supports Dick to keep in spirit while he’s not in a good 
condition 
Bravery 
In this novel, Oliver shows his bravery by facing the problem he has when he got 
to ask for more food to the master. Oliver also brave enough to fight with Noah who 
insults Oliver’s mother. 
 Those four answers above is the answer for the first problem in this research 
which is the moral values that are found in the main character. The writer already 
answered the first research question. 
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The second problem is the moral values that are found in various social 
stratification of the main character Oliver Twist as described in the novel ‘Oliver 
Twist’ by Charles Dickens. I this part the writer found three divisions of social 
stratification class in Oliver Twist novel. 
Honesty 
The underclass is represented by Fagin, and his gang of thief. The underclass people 
work for people who belong to the class higher than them and the exploitation of 
poor people brings people to commit crime. Even though Oliver joined Fagin’s 
gang, Oliver still has positive moral value by being honest to other people event 
people accused him as a thief. 
Steadfastness 
In the underclass Oliver shows his steadfastness moral value by did not want to hurt 
Mr. Brownlow even Fagin, Bill Sikes and other member of the gang forced him to 
do bad things to. 
Bravery 
The second social stratification class is lower class represented by The 
Sowerberry’s. In this class, Oliver turns into a brave young man but his bravery 
turns him into a troublemaker that do not afraid of anyone. Besides as a 
troublemaker, the poor Oliver has bravery to face his problem when Oliver has to 
ask for more gruel to the master at the workhouse. 
Sympathetic to others 
The third social stratification class is the upper middle class, represented by Mr. 
Brownlow. The classification of this class is also can be seen from their behaviors, 
living condition, and occupation.  In this class, Oliver has a good moral value that 
he become sympathy to other person because he sees that life is not as good as what 
he thinks. 
Sincerity 
When Oliver lives with Mr. Brownlow, Oliver turns himself to help Mr. Brownlow 
without Mr. Brownlow ask. He shows his sincerity moral value to help other 
without any profit. 
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From the statements above, it is the research answer to the second research 
question which is some moral values that emerged in the different social 
stratification class by the main character that is Oliver Twist. 
Sympathetic to Others 
After Oliver adopted by Mr. Brownlow, Oliver shows his sympathy to other. He 
shows his sympathy to Mr. Browlow’s servant, Mrs. Bedwin. Oliver gave his old 
shirt to Mrs. Bedwin so she could sell the shirt and use the money for her needs. 
 
5.2 Suggestions 
The writer suggests for other researchers to take part of the sociological 
approach especially in morality on the society so the other researchers may see how 
social classes impact to other morality in the researcher’s life/society. The writer 
also suggests another researcher who interested in morality problem to focused only 
on one problem. By choosing one problem, it will get deep analysis. 
 The writer suggests the other researchers to know more about social 
stratification class in the society and learn more about moral values on different 
social classes among the society. The researcher also suggests the readers to read 
more book about morality and social stratification in different classes so when the 
other researchers do some researches, the researchers won’t be confused with the 
subject. 
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